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Jeep. With that in mind, it can be tremendously useful to start off by looking at whether both, or
just one, of your headlights have failed, and whether or not the high or low beam mode still
works. When headlights stop working, it's usually an electrical problem or an physical issue
with the bulbs themselves. In order to get to the bottom of the situation as quickly as possible,
it's important to make note of exactly what type of failure you have experienced. Based on
which bulbs have stopped working, and under what circumstances, you can use the following
information to narrow down a solution:. Neither of the headlights work. Most total headlight
failures are caused by a bad component like a fuse, relay, or module. Wiring problems can also
cause both headlights to stop working. If just one bulb fails to work in either high beam mode or
low beam mode, it may be the bulb. Most headlight failures that are limited to just high or low
beams are related to a relay or the high beam control switch. Headlights work but seem dim.
The cause : Foggy lenses, worn out bulbs, or a charging system issue. The fix : Clean the
lenses, replace the bulbs, or repair the charging system. If your headlights always seem dim,
the problem could be foggy lenses or worn out bulbs. If your headlights seem to dim during
specific circumstances, there may be a charging system issue. Other headlight problems are
also caused by some combination of bad bulbs, wiring or relay problems, and bad switches.
Most headlight systems are pretty straightforward and include a few basic components like the
bulbs, a relay, a fuse, and a switch. There are variations on this basic theme, like some vehicles
have daytime running lights, adaptive headlights , or other little wrinkles like fog lights , but the
idea is still the same. When you turn on your headlights, that switch activates a relay. That
relay, in turn, actually provides the electrical connection between your headlight bulbs and the

battery. Fuses are also involved in order to provide a sacrificial failure point to protect the rest
of the wiring. In the same way that your headlight switch activates a relay to provide power to
the headlights, operating your high beam control will generally activate a relay to turn on the
high beams. In the case of dual filament headlight capsules, this literally sends power to the
high beam filament. If any of these components stop working properly, your headlights will fail.
And by looking at the way they failed, you can usually backtrack to figure out the best place to
start troubleshooting. Fixing a burned-out headlight is usually a pretty easy job, but there are
cases where you may want to go straight to a mechanic. If you don't own some basic tools and
diagnostic equipment , like screwdrivers and a voltmeter, then you may want to think about
taking your car to a professional during daylight hours. If you do take your car to a shop, they'll
probably start with a visual inspection of the headlight system, check your fuses, and take a
look at the switch and relays. Replacing a burned out headlight usually only takes a few
minutes, but the diagnostic procedure could take between half an hour and an hour, or even
more, if you're dealing with a more complicated problem. The diagnostic procedure that a
professional technician will actually follow is similar to the one outlined below. So if you want to
know more about what to expect when you take your car in to have your headlights fixed, you
may want to read on. When one headlight stops working, and the other one works just fine, the
problem is usually just a burned-out bulb. If the connector has come loose, pushing it back on
may fix the problem. Another factor to take into account before you replace a burnt-out
headlight capsule is whether or not there were any outside causes for the failure. Regular
halogen capsules can last anywhere from to 1, hours. One easy thing to look for is any water or
condensation inside the headlight assembly. If the seal is worn out or deteriorated, or the
housing itself is cracked, water can easily get inside. When that happens, the operational
lifespan of your headlight capsule will be severely compromised, and the only fix is to replace
the headlight assembly. Traditional halogen headlight failures are usually pretty
straightforward, but things can get more complicated when you're dealing with xenon or HID
headlights. Although it is possible for an HID bulb to burn out, there are several other potential
points of failure that you have to look at. The bulb may have burned out, or the problem could
have to do with a bad ignitor or wiring issue. Any oils or other contaminants from your hands,
or anywhere else, will greatly shorten the operational lifespan of the bulbs. If you aren't
absolutely confident in your ability to swap the bulbs without contaminating the glass envelope,
don't do it. You may destroy, or drastically shorten the life of, your good bulb. The main
exception is when one headlight burns out first, goes unnoticed for some time, and then the
other bulb also fails. If you suspect that the bulbs may be bad, and you own a voltmeter, you
may want to start the troubleshooting procedure by checking for power at the headlights. The
best way to do this is to turn the headlight switch on, connect the negative lead on your meter
to a known good ground, and touch the positive lead to each headlight connector terminal. One
of the terminals should show battery voltage, and the other two should show nothing if the
problem is burned out bulbs. You can then attempt to activate your high beams, which should
result in a different terminal showing battery voltage. If this is the case, then replacing the bulbs
should fix your problem. The first, and easiest, component to check is the headlight fuse.
Depending on how your headlight circuit is set up, there may be one fuse or multiple fuses for
the headlights. If you find a blown fuse, then replacing it may fix the problem. In the event that
the new fuse blows, that indicates a problem elsewhere in the circuit, and substituting a higher
amperage fuse could cause catastrophic damage. You should find battery voltage on both sides
of the fuse. The next step is to locate and inspect the headlight relay. If you pull the relay and
shake it, and you hear something rattling inside, then it has probably failed. Discoloration on
the base or terminals may also indicate a problem. In that case, you can easily swap the
headlight relay with an identical component. If the headlights start working at that point, then
the relay was the problem. Beyond that, the diagnostic procedure is a little more complicated. In
order to determine whether the relay or switch is bad, you would have to check if the relay
receives power when the headlight switch is activated. If your vehicle has a headlight module,
daytime running light module, or another similar component, then the diagnostic procedures
can be even more complex. In those cases, the best course of action is to rule out everything
another component first. Many of the same problems that can cause headlights to stop working
altogether can also cause just low or high beams to malfunction. If you find that just one bulb
shuts off when you activate the high beams, but the other works just fine, then the high beam
filament is probably burnt out in the first bulb. The same is true if one bulb works on high
beams but now low. In most cases, the failure of high or low beams is due to a relay or switch
problem, and the troubleshooting procedure is similar to the one outlined above. The difference
is that some vehicles have a separate relay just for the high beams, and the high beam, passing,
or dimmer switch may or may not be integrated into the headlight switch. When headlights stop

working, they generally stop working altogether. The first is that headlights actually do lose
brightness as they age. So if it has been a long time since you replaced your headlights, a brand
new set of bulbs may shine a light on your problem. Dirty, foggy, or oxidized headlight lenses
can also cause an issue by blocking some of the light. Dirt is easy to see and clean, while foggy
lenses usually indicate the intrusion of water into the headlight assemblies. While it is
sometimes possible to drill a small hole into a headlight assembly to drain out water, doing so
may not represent a permanent fix. In some cases, you will have to actually replace the
headlight assembly. Oxidation of headlight lens covers can often be dealt with through
reconditioning. This is a process that involves removing the oxidation with an abrasive and then
applying a protective clear coat. If your headlights only seem dim when the engine is idling, and
the brightness seems to change with the RPM, then the problem may have to do with the
electrical system. The most common culprit is a bad alternator or a loose belt. This is usually
due to the installation of power-hungry aftermarket components, like a custom sound system
with a powerful amplifier. Jeremy Laukkonen. Jeremy Laukkonen is tech writer and the creator
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into an issue with one headlight not working? My passenger side has not been working, and yes
tried about 10 different bulbs. My multimeter shows it is not getting power, i know the relay is
working as it is turning over. Also tried tracing the wire back to the fuse box, and tested it with
still no power. Curious if anyone else had this issue? I have a 16 tundra try pro. Have you
confirmed that the fuse is good? NewImprovedRon , Apr 14, Try turning the housing that bulb
sits in. It sometimes get loose. I had that problem with my Bumper10 , Apr 30, Did you ever find
the issue this just happened to me? SweetBabyRay , Feb 14, NewImprovedRon , Feb 14, I
checked the fuses, and replaced both bulbs still nothing. Passenger side is the only one out.
Just no low beam. Got highs on both sides but no low on passenger. TRDFerguson likes this. I
will do that let you know thank you. NewImprovedRon likes this. Ok just changed all the fuses in
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Socket Plug. Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Replacement Headlight Assembly:
A Fundamental Guide You have recently found out that your stock headlight assembly has
exceeded its service life. You check several catalogs and find the best replacement brand for
your vehicle. But, of course, with several other available brands in the headlight assembly
market, you would not want to rush your decision. In fact, you might want to know a little bit
more about this Replacement part. If you have no time to research the part's features and you
are already leaning towards buying the headlight parts, then here's a quick and easy-read guide
about the Replacement headlight assembly:. What makes it reliable: What sets the Replacement
headlight assembly apart from other brands is its durability, toughness, and resilience. These
headlight parts are tested thoroughly for optimum road durability and efficiency. In fact, the
assembly is quite resilient to road debris and to wear and tear. Where it fits: The Replacement
brand is basically built to cater to a genuine replacement of your stock headlight parts. So, as
long as you have your car intact, the replacement headlight brand is a sure OE fit. How to
maximize the lifespan of your Replacement headlight assembly: Although the Replacement
headlight assembly is crafted to withstand the test of time, constant exposure to road elements
may cause the lighting parts to wear out prematurely. Luckily for you, there are several ways to
maximize the lifespan of the parts. You may begin by being choosy of where you drive your
vehicle. Even if the parts are built strong and durable, regular exposure to rocks, dirt, and
debris may eventually damage the part. However, if rough terrain cannot be avoided, then you
should find time to clean and wash grime off of the headlights. It's a good thing that
maintenance can easily be performed by simply using household tools like toothpaste and a
clean cloth. Yes, you read that right. You can simply clean your headlights with an ordinary
white toothpaste, but make sure that you rinse the headlights well after application. This simple

procedure should help keep your Replacement headlight assembly's original luster and
maintain the part's good condition. The Replacement headlight assembly is primarily known for
its compatibility with almost any make model to date. In fact, these lighting parts were
engineered with OE comparable designs in order for you to restore your car's original looks and
appeal. This makes it easier for several drivers, including DIY beginners, to fit and install the
part. With this type of headlight assembly, you may also expect a better resilience against road
grime, dirt, and debris. Replacement headlights are known for their special coating that reduces
the wear and tear caused by constant exposure to dirt particles. With all these mentioned
Replacement headlight assembly features, it is no surprise that the brand has caught the
attention of many car owners. If you are not sure whether this product is worth a look, then you
might want to check out the ratings below for a more informed decision. When it comes to
lighting performance, the Replacement headlight assembly did quite well. In fact, the assembly
was even equipped on a Toyota Corolla and was put to several durability tests. The headlights
were quite resistant to road debris because the parts featured a special coating on the lens
surface to ensure better lighting. However, the parts were found out to be a little sensitive to
condensation, so you might want to take note of that. Replacement headlight parts get a perfect
five out of five rating for ease of installation. You see, these parts are primarily crafted to fit OE
specifications. In fact, the whole assembly is designed to be OE comparable, so you would not
have any trouble installing the parts. Just make sure that you follow the instruction manual
carefully in order to make the installation fast and easy. The Replacement headlight assembly
does not only perform well but also cost relatively lower compared to other headlight brands. In
fact, the Replacement headlight assembly is one of the cheapest yet efficient parts available in
the headlight market. For this, the Replacement headlight assembly notches a four out of five
rating. There is more to a vehicle's headlights than simply illuminating the road ahead. You also
have to consider how far you'll be able to see or in what kind of weather can the lights
illuminate. These are just some of the things you need to check first before purchasing a new
set of headlights. We've installed a Replacement headlight on our Nissan Altima to see if its
performance is up to par with the vehicle's lighting needs. The Replacement headlight looks
exactly like the original part it replaced. The headlight's OE-comparable style matched the
vehicle's exterior look perfectly, which made it hard to tell whether or not the stock headlights
were even replaced. As the part came with all the necessary attachments and fixtures, such as 3
wing nuts, 2 adjusters, and a plug-in lamp cord, this part fits like a glove, which made
installation a breeze. The mounting bracket, which is usually sold seperately from the headlight,
was also included with the part. The headlight's Halogen bulbs also brought the needed
upgrade in terms of brightness. During our test-drive, it was also observed that the new
Replacement headlights provided better lighting in unlit roads as compared to the original
parts. Although the new Replacement headlight provided a brighter beam, its projection was
slightly poor and inadequate. A metal shield in front of the bulb seems to be the cause of the
impaired light projection. A better design would have improved the headlight's lighting range.
The adjustment screws included with the part were obviously made from cheaper materials as
compared to the rest of the components. It also didn't have the same driver bit size, which made
adjusting a bit difficult. During installation, the part had one tab broken off the bottom. We
debated on whether to continue installing the part or not. It fit into the brace position and held
its place all throughout our test-drive. The Replacement headlight is a good and fitting
replacement that can rival any OEM part. This is especially true when it comes to fit and
brightness. At half the price, you can get brighter and better-looking headlights for your vehicle
when you go for these. The only downfall with the Replacement headlight is the quality of its
construction. Although it is made of durable plastic, other attachments which hold the part in
place are made from less durable material as compared to an OEM headlight. However, the
considerable difference in price between a Replacement headlight and an OEM one more than
makes up for a few kinks in the part's hardware. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
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as required but appeared to be faulty for whatever reason. Other than that the headlights are

working perfectly after a few weeks of driving. Because the cost of replacement bulbs are only 4
bucks and easy to put in I didnt feel the headlight purchase thru Car Parts deserved a poor
rating. And everything else via car parts was easy and cost fair. Kenneth Buck. Purchased on
Dec 20, Dec 25, Exactly what I needed. Shipped fast. Installed exactly right. And a good price!
Philip Breidenbach. Purchased on Dec 13, Dec 21, Perfect fit and no leaks after a thunderstorm
and handwashing! These headlights were a perfect fit for my Tacoma prerunner. Installation
was a 3 out of 5, fairly difficult, as removal of the grille was necessary, one of the bolts was in a
difficult location, and actual removal of the assembly was a chore, but all was doable, with some
patience!!! The results are worth it! I also had a concern that the headlights may leak when it
rains or washing the truck, but, that was put to rest after driving in a thunderstorm for about an
hour and a couple of hand-washes. These are quality replacements and Carpartsis the place to
buy them. Thanks, I am very satisfied with my purchase. Purchased on Dec 14, Replacement
Headlight Guides. What to Expect from a Replacement Headlight Assembly. If you have no time
to research the part's features and you are already leaning towards buying the headlight parts,
then here's a quick and easy-read guide about the Replacement headlight assembly: What
makes it reliable: What sets the Replacement headlight assembly apart from other brands is its
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Choose from our wide selection of replacement headlights manufactured by the most respected
names in the industry. Check out our products today. Headlights are installed in front of your
vehicle to illuminate the road ahead when it is dark. Types of headlights: halogen, lead, and
xenon. Types of headlights based on construction: sealed beam and composite. When one light
bulb fades, the other one usually follows. It is advisable to replace both at the same time.
Although some types of headlights are easy to install, it is best to contact your trusted
mechanic to do it for you. It's important to keep your headlights in great shape. Driving at night
can be very stressful and dangerous, especially when there are no lamp posts in your area.
Thankfully, automotive lightings are installed in vehicles to help illuminate the road ahead. One
of the most crucial automotive lightings are called headlights or headlamps. Headlights are the
lights installed in front of your vehicle. Its main purpose is to make the road visible even when it
is dark by casting a light beam upfront. It also helps other drivers see oncoming traffic. There
are two modes of car headlights that a driver can switch to and these are low beam and high
beam. These two modes are a standard feature in most vehicles. High beam headlights are very
bright and are used for long range illumination. Since it is brighter than a normal beam, it may
be stressful to the human eye. Drivers are advised to switch to low beam when at least meters
away from an oncoming vehicle. Usually, high beam headlights can be used on country or rural
roads where there are fewer vehicles. Low beam lights, on the other hand, gives short range
illumination. It can provide enough lighting without blinding other drivers on the road with its
glare. The history of headlights and automotive lighting goes a long way. Did you know that in
the early s, car lamps were lit with kerosene oil? These were lamps attached on the top frontal
corners of horse carriages. These kerosene lit lamps were soon replaced by Acetylene lights.
This technology saw little development because oils such as acetylene and kerosene could
freeze during the cold months, making it inefficient. It was not long when electric based lights
were already introduced to the automotive industry. There are a lot of options to choose from
when it comes to the kind of bulb and aesthetic style. Apart from being a safety feature, some
car owners choose to upgrade their headlights to give their vehicle a new look. In choosing new
headlights, car owners should consider factors such as the brightness and color temperature.
These factors can greatly affect how well your headlights work. This type is the most popular
among the three because of its low cost. Halogen headlights use halogen gas mixed with
tungsten-halogen filaments to generate light. LED lights are popular among newer car models. It
is more expensive than halogen headlights but it is energy efficient. High-quality LED
headlights can last years without replacing it. Another advantage of LED headlights is that it is
easy to retrofit and upgrade. Because it makes use of a newer technology, LED headlights only
take an average of 30 minutes to replace. What makes Xenon or high-density discharge HID
lights different is that is does not use a metal filament to produce light. HID lights are filled with
Xenon gas which ignites to produce white or bluish shade of light. Car headlights usually fall
under two types based on construction: the sealed beam headlight and the composite
headlight. The sealed beam has the filament, reflector, and lens integrated in one airtight unit. A
disadvantage of this kind of construction is that, if one component malfunctions, you must
replace the whole headlight assembly instead of just that malfunctioning component. A

composite headlight, on the other hand, has the lens and the bulb as separate units. Headlight
replacements can be done individually in this case. Apart from getting a ticket from local police,
having a faulty headlight is a recipe for danger. Even if it is not completely burned out, dimming
headlights can already make it difficult to see the road and other vehicles around. Usually, when
one light bulb fades, the other one follows. Although some types of headlights are easy to
install, it is advisable to contact your trusted mechanic to do it for you. The cost of replacing a
car headlight can vary depending on your car and the type of bulb you want to use.
Replacement headlights are usually sold individually. You can choose from low and high beam
lights, and from shades of white and yellow. Because headlights are crucial when you're driving
on the road, it's important to keep them in great shape. Unfortunately, since headlights are
positioned in front of a vehicle, they tend to get dirty or damaged easily. Here are some of the
things that you can do to maintain your car headlights and how to repair minor damage.
Because headlights are exposed to different elements, their lenses become cloudy over time
and when that happens. This diminishes their light. Resolve this issue by cleaning the headlight
lenses with either a glass cleaner or plastic safe degreaser. For glass lenses, you can use
toothpaste or various lens-safe rubbing compounds. For plastic headlight lenses, use only a
non-abrasive acrylic solution that comes from a proven brand. For minor damage, there may not
be a need to look for a headlight replacement because there's a good chance that the bulb is
still intact. This means the entire assembly is still functional. Seal the headlight assembly
immediately to prevent moisture from getting in. If a real seal isn't available, you can improvise
by using a clear plastic tape to hold the assembly together until you get access to a quality
sealant. Though minor problems like this can be solved by using a clear adhesive tape, it's not
meant to hold the entire assembly for a long time. That being said, replacing the entire headlight
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